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In this talk I will introduce most recent and selected designer molecules developed in my group in two 

different parts. First part is about the water-soluble and highly luminescent AIEE (aggregation-induced 

enhanced emission) supramolecular polymer. 1D supramolecular polymer with exceptionally high 

PLQY of 0.91 was obtained and characterized by the host-guest complexation of water-soluble 

cyanostilbene monomer (Py+-CN-MBE) and CB[8] in water.1 1D light harvesting system comprising 

various cyanostilbene monomers was subsequently fabricated and analyzed. Trilateral monomers for 

2D supramolecular polymerization with CB[8] were also designed and investigated for enhanced 

fluorescence, anion sensing, and water splitting. Recently, the development of fluorescence 

photoswitching system, which can turn on/off fluorescence by light irradiation, has attracted much 

attention because of its potential in various optoelectronic applications including optical memory, 

bioimaging, and super-resolution microscopy. Second part of my talk is about developing multi-color 

fluorescent system showing color-specific fluorescence switching. We have originally designed 

successful color-specific photoswitching system composed of two excited-state intramolecular proton 

transfer (ESIPT) fluorophores and a color-specific photoswitchable diarylethene.2 We could also 

design two component system comprising the turn-on type fluorescent diarylethene and one ESIPT 

dye. This system is far excellent compared to the three component system in terms of the fluorescence 

on/off ratio and non-destructive read-out capability. Perfect color-specific switching and super-

resolution imaging could be demonstrated based on this two-component system.  
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